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AYAMAYA OUTDOOR GEAR
RUGGED, AFFORDABLE, ADVENTUROUS 

Since its inception in 2014, Ayamaya has been ded-
icated to crafting affordable tents and outdoor gear 
for hiking an camping enthusiasts, fostering a passion 
for the thrill and wonder of exploring the wilderness. 
Our name, signifying awe and excitement, perfectly 
captures our mission to make the great outdoors ac-
cessible and enjoyable for everyone. 

By maintaining affordable price points, we strive to 
remove barriers to the outdoors, allowing more peo-
ple to experience the joy, connection, and renewal 
found in nature’s embrace. At Ayamaya, we believe in 
fostering a world where the outdoors is within reach 
for everyone, supported by gear that’s as resilient and 
enduring as the spirit of adventure itself.
 
Our journey is deeply intertwined with the dedica-
tion and passion of our team - from the designers and 
craftsmen who pour their expertise into every piece 
of gear, to the diligent retailers who bring our prod-
ucts into the hands of outdoor enthusiasts. 

We pride ourselves on fostering a culture of support 
and appreciation across all levels of our company, en-
suring that every stakeholder is valued and empow-
ered. This holistic approach enables us to not only 
create high-quality outdoor gear but also build lasting 
relationships within our community, ensuring that the 
spirit of adventure reaches every corner of the globe.



“Our focus is on providing reliable, eco-conscious camping gear that fits 

the way you explore the outdoors today. Whether it’s incorporating more 

sustainable materials or ensuring our products offer the practicality and 

comfort needed for your adventures, we’re committed to adapting and 

growing with you.”



VENTURING TOGETHER: 
PROFITS AND POSSIBILITIES WITH AYAMAYA 

At Ayamaya, we understand the challenges and opportunities 
that come with retailing outdoor gear. Our value proposition to 
our resellers is designed with a comprehensive understanding of 
the market dynamics, ensuring that partnering with us is not only 
beneficial but also profitable.
 
SUPPORTING RETAILER PROFITABILITY
We are committed to creating products that not only meet the 
high demands of outdoor enthusiasts but are also priced com-
petitively to support healthy profit margins for our resellers. Our 
pricing strategy is carefully crafted to ensure that our resellers 
can compete effectively, even against online retailers, providing a 
competitive edge in a crowded marketplace.
 
DEDICATED SALES SUPPORT
Ayamaya offers robust sales support to our resellers. This in-
cludes access to marketing materials, product training, and sales 
strategies tailored to enhance product visibility and appeal. Our 
team is dedicated to assisting our retail partners in maximizing 
sales opportunities through informed recommendations and 
insights into consumer preferences.
 
PREFERABLE PAYMENT TERMS 
We believe in building strong, lasting relationships with our 
resellers. Part of this commitment involves offering preferable 
payment terms designed to ease cash flow and inventory man-
agement. By working closely with our partners, we aim to provide 
financial arrangements that accommodate their unique business 
needs, fostering a partnership based on trust and mutual benefit. 

AFTER-SALES SUPPORT 
Our relationship with our resellers does not end at the sale. 
Ayamaya provides comprehensive after-sale support, including 
customer service and warranty fulfillment. This ensures that the 
end-users remain satisfied with their purchases, reducing returns 
and enhancing the reputation of both Ayamaya and our retail 
partners.
 
HIGH-DEMAND, WELL-CRAFTED PRODUCTS 
Ayamaya’s commitment to quality and innovation results in 
high-demand products that outdoor enthusiasts seek. Our range 
of camping, hiking, and climbing gear is not only durable and 
functional but also incorporates the latest trends and technol-
ogies. This positions our resellers to attract a broad customer 
base, from seasoned adventurers to casual weekend campers.
 

WORK WITH US



From our humble beginnings at Ayamaya, our mission has been to design tents that 

promise super easy setup, allowing everyone — from families and friends to solo 

adventurers — to relax and enjoy their camping experience right from the start, 

without the usual struggle of setting up camp. Over the years, we’ve remained true 

to our roots while eagerly expanding our product line to enhance the comfort and 

enjoyment of camping for all. Our dedication to innovation and quality has driven 

us to continually introduce new products that make embracing the great outdoors a 

seamless and delightful experience.

OUR PRODUCTS

www.ayamaya.com



TENTS
LINE AT A GLANCE

POPUP  TENTS

TUNNEL TENTS

BACKPACKING TENTS

TENTS
LINE AT A GLANCE

FAMILY TENTS

BEACH TENTS

DOME TENTS

ADOBE XL ADOBE VENTURI GORGONIO

SAN GABRIEL 4S SAN GABRIEL 3S CUCAMONGA

PIT STOP

STAR LODGE FAMILY LODGE

NUCLEUS W/CLEAR WINDOWS NUCLEUS STANDARD

DUNE

www.ayamaya.com



SHELTERS & TENT ACCESSORIES
LINE AT A GLANCE

SHELTERS

TARP  ACCESSORIES

TENT FOOTPRINTS

CAMPING GEAR
LINE AT A GLANCE

ESSENTIALS

FANS W/ LIGHTS

HEATED PRODUCTS

SUV TARP TENT NATURENOOK TARP

TERRASHIELD 5 X 7 FT TERRASHIELD 6 X 7FT

NATURENEST AIR MATTRESS EVEREST CAMP CHAIR OVERLAND CAMP WAGON 3S SLEEPING BAG

TERRASHIELD 8 X 7FT TERRASHIELD 13 X 9 FT TRONA TREKPAK / PAD TORRID TRAPPER HEATED SCARF

AEROCHILL FAN ECOBREEZE FANTARP POLE SET

www.ayamaya.com



CAMPING GEAR
LINE AT A GLANCE

CAMPING ORGANIZERS

SLEEPING PADS

RECHARGEABLE HEADLAMPS

HIKING & CLIMBING 
LINE AT A GLANCE

TREKKING POLES

CRAMPONS

CARABINERS & PURSIK

HANGING CAMP ORGANIZER 7-DAY PILL ORGANIZER

MOTIONGLOW PRO 5 LED MOTIONGLOW 3 LED

K2 QUAD PAD

PEAKPURSUIT QUICKPACE TRAILSWIFT SUMMITEASE

ALPINEGRIP

30KN CARABINER 30KN AUTOLOCK CARABINER PURSIK CORD

www.ayamaya.com



CAMPING HAMMOCKS
LINE AT A GLANCE

CAMPING HAMMOCKS

KIDS HAMMOCKS

HAMMOCK UNDERQUILTS & MOSQUITO NETS

ECOSHIELD MOSSREST TWINJUNGLE ECOSWAY

CHILLGUARD SINGLE ZENWRAP DOUBLE EMBERNEST DOUBLE

LITTLE EXPLORER SKYNEST SKYNEST RAINBOW

INSECTSHIELD

TENTS



ADOBE

Experience the beauty of a star-filled sky with our Pop-Up tent 
featuring a large skylight. The perfect popup for friends, kids, and 
family, this tent boasts pre-assembled poles for an automatic setup 
in seconds. No more fumbling with tent poles or deciphering com-
plicated instructions. Spacious enough for 1-4 people, it’s versatile 
for various occasions.

FEATURES
+ Large skylight to enjoy  celestial views at night.
+ Automatic setup, pre-assembled poles for instant pitch
+ Weatherproof 2000MM PU fabric, heat-sealed seams
+ Spacious interior fits 3-4 people comfortably
+ Optimal ventilation, large doors, windows, and sky window
+ Versatile use,  great for families, couples, or solo adventures
+ Waterproof floor, stay dry with a 3000MM groundsheet
+ Mesh doors Roll-up front for easy access and ventilation
+ Ample space for extra gear or camping supplies.

PART#
0101BLXL
0101GRXL
0101WHXL

COLOR
BLUE
GREEN
WHITE/KHAKI

SLEEPS
4-6
4-6
4-6

POPUP TENTS

PART#
0102TB00
0102GR00

COLOR
BLUE
GREEN

SLEEPS
3-4
3-4

PART#
0104GR00

COLOR
GREEN

SLEEPS
4-6

SPACIOUS 3-4 PERSON POPUP WITH LARGE SKYLIGHT

ADOBE XL

Meet the Adobe XL Pop-Up Tent: your effortless gateway to the 
outdoors. Designed for 4-6 adventurers, it combines easy setup 
with a spacious interior, including a unique vestibule and smart 
ventilation. Perfect for camping with anyone—or any pet—ensuring 
your outdoor stays are both simple and comfortable. Ready for 
hassle-free adventures?

FEATURES
+ Comfortably sleeps 4-6 adults 
+ Floor size of 12.5 x 8.5 feet and a center height of 53.5 in.
+ Unique vestibule design provides extra space for storage
+ Electrical Cord Access Port
+ Storage pockets and a lantern hook to keep organized 
+ Double layer for condensation prevention
+ Pops up in seconds with pre-assembled poles
+ Enhanced ventilation
+ PU3000 waterproof fabric & heat sealed seams
+ Windows & doors with double-sided zippers for easy access

OUR MOST POPULAR POPUP FOR GOOD REASON

VENTURI

Dive into the great outdoors with the Venturi Pop-Up Tent, where 
convenience meets spacious comfort. Designed to pop into place 
in seconds with its pre-attached poles, this tent eliminates the fuss 
of setup, letting you kickstart your adventure swiftly. With room for 
up to 6 people and a generous vestibule for your gear, it’s the ideal 
pick for families or groups seeking hassle-free camping. Crafted 
from waterproof material and featuring excellent ventilation, the 
Venturi ensures you stay dry, comfortable, and cool, whatever the 
weather. 

FEATURES
+ Large space, fits 6 people in a 12.5 x 8.5 x 4.3 ft area 
+ Automatic setup, pops up in seconds, no assembly needed 
+ Dual doors for easy access and enhanced airflow 
+ 210D waterproof fabric keeps you dry in heavy rain 
+ Double layer prevents condensation effectively 
+ Spacious vestibule, 7.2 x 2 ft area for pets, gear or shoes 
+ Great ventilation, two large mesh windows for airflow 
+ Extra waterproof tape on seams for added protection 
+ Family-Friendly: Ample room for comfortable group camping

4-6 PERSON POPUP W/ 2 DRS, 2 WIN, 1 VESTIBULE

www.ayamaya.com



SAN GABRIEL 4 SEASON

Brave the elements with the 4S San Gabriel, a 4-season backpack-
ing tent designed for the adventurous at heart. Whether facing 
snowflakes or sunshine, this lightweight yet robust shelter is your 
all-weather ally. Its waterproof construction and breathable design 
offer a comfortable haven in any climate, making it the perfect 
choice for year-round explorers.

FEATURES
+ Haven for 2, complete with dual vestibules for gear. 
+ Lightweight design (5.7lbs) ensures easy portability 
+ Waterproof with 3000MM PU-coated groundsheet 
+ Features a double-layer for versatile use in all seasons 
+ 2 D-shaped doors and B3 mesh for enhanced ventilation 
+ Freestanding w/ pre-attached poles for quick setup 
+ Heat-sealed seams and a vented rainfly to keep you dry 
+ Offers 33 sq ft floor and 8 sq ft vestibules 
+ Use the inner tent for stargazing or the outer layer for shade 
+ Ideal for diverse usage from backpacking to winter camping

PART#
0105BL00
0105GR00

COLOR
BLUE/BLACK
GREEN/GRAY

SLEEPS
3-4
3-4

BACKPACKING TENTS

PART#
0108BL4S
0108GR4S
0108OR4S

COLOR
BLUE
GREEN
ORANGE

SLEEPS
1-2
1-2
1-2

PART#
0112BL3S
0112OR3S

COLOR
BLUE
ORANGE

SLEEPS
1-2
1-2

VERSATILE 1-2 PERSON SHELTER FOR ALL SEASONS

GORGONIO

Elevate your camping with the AYAMAYA Gorgonio Tent, where 
cutting-edge hydraulic technology meets unparalleled comfort. 
Bid farewell to complicated setups and embrace swift, effortless 
pitching. This 3-in-1 tent not only makes camping accessible but 
also luxurious with its spacious design, waterproof construction, 
and superior ventilation. It’s the perfect companion for adventurers 
who value both ease and enjoyment in their outdoor escapades.

FEATURES
+ Accommodates 3-4 people with vestibule for extra storage 
+ Waterproof PU2000 fabric & PU3000 Oxford groundsheet 
+ Twin D-shape doors and side vents offer exceptional airflow 
+ Sets up and collapses in moments with hydraulic mechanism 
+ Additional front porch for pets, gear and shoes 
+ Heat-sealed seams and a detachable rainfly 
+ Breathability with no-see-um mesh and polyester material
+ 11 lbs so on the heavier side for backpacking tents

SLEEK 3-4P W/ INNOVATIVE HYDRAULIC SETUP

SAN GABRIEL 3 SEASON

Dive into your next outdoor adventure with our San Gabriel 3 
Season Tent, where lightweight design meets waterproof resilience. 
Perfect for couples or solo adventurers, this tent simplifies your 
journey into nature. Whether you’re scaling mountains, trekking 
through forests, or relaxing by a lake, it offers quick setup, ample 
space, and versatile functionality for any escapade under the sky.

FEATURES
+ Waterproof 190T Polyester and 210D Oxford materials 
+ 2000MM-3000MM waterproof index ensures dryness 
+ Lightweight (5.5lbs) for easy packing
+ Heat-sealed seams and vented rainfly for added protection 
+ Accommodates 2 people with room for gear in vestibules 
+ Floor area of 33 ft² plus 8 ft² vestibules 
+ Double layer design: inner tent and outer rainfly 
+ Inner tent usable alone for ventilation or stargazing 
+ Outer layer can serve as standalone sunshade 
+ Features 2 D-shaped doors and B3 mesh for ventilation 
+ Freestanding, pre-attached poles for quick, easy setup

A RUGGED, LIGHTWEIGHT WORKHORSE

CUCAMONGA

Step into the great outdoors with the Cucamonga Dome Tent, 
where premium quality meets user-friendly design. This tent, 
crafted from the finest materials, prioritizes your comfort and 
convenience, ensuring every camping trip is unforgettable. 
From effortless setup to superior weather resistance, it’s built 
to enhance your outdoor adventures. Ideal for families or 
small groups, it offers a cozy haven for 2-3 people, seamlessly 
blending spaciousness with stability to stand strong against the 
elements.

FEATURES
+ Easy assembly and portable in a convenient carry bag 
+ Double-layered for adaptable weather protection 
+ 1000mm water-resistant rainfly for dry interiors 
+ High-quality waterproof fabric prevents leaks 
+ Large mesh sections ensure continuous fresh air 
+ D-shaped door with dual zippers for easy access 
+ Ground vent and two windows promote ventilation 
+ Accommodates 2 adults and a child or pet comfortably 
+ Comes with 9 iron pegs and 4 wind ropes for stability 
+ Includes detachable rainfly, poles, stakes, and packing bag

PART#
0111OR00
0111GR00

COLOR
ORANGE
GREEN

SLEEPS
2-3
2-3

COMFORT MEETS CONVENIENCE UNDER THE STARS

www.ayamaya.com



PART#
0103GR00

COLOR
GREEN

SLEEPS
2-4

TUNNEL TENTS

PIT STOP TUNNEL TENT

Dive into a world where comfort meets outdoor fun with the Pit 
Stop Tunnel Tent. This innovative tent, designed for 2-4 people, 
offers a unique one-bedroom plus parlor layout, making it the 
ultimate choice for family adventures. Crafted from upgraded ma-
terials for superior weather resistance, it provides a cozy, well-ven-
tilated space for all. 

FEATURES
+ One-bedroom and parlor layout for spacious living
+ 190T polyester and PU2500 for rain and wind protection
+ Accommodates 3-4 people with room to move
+ D-style mesh door enhances ventilation
+ Side zipper for water-repellent interior access
+ Easy airflow with front and side access doors
+ Sun-basking tunnel connects to the living room
+ Large vestibule for storage or pet shelter
+ Reinforced, durable frame with 3 extendable poles

SPACIOUS COMFORT FOR FAMILY CAMPING ADVENTURES

FAMILY LODGE TENT

Set off on grand family escapades with the Family Lodge Tent, tai-
lored for those who treasure both spaciousness and convenience 
in their outdoor adventures. This expansive shelter is a breeze to 
set up, making it perfect for families looking to create enduring 
memories. Offering a versatile 2-in-1 design and superior weather 
resistance, the Family Lodge Tent is the ideal haven for up to eight 
people. It expertly marries ample room with functionality, ensuring 
your family gatherings are both comfortable and memorable.

FEATURES
+ Generous size ideal for large family gatherings
+ Easy setup for hassle-free family camp trips
+ Double-layer design for weatherproof versatility
+ Inner dome tent option for ventilation
+ 3000MM waterproof PU-coated fabric ensures dryness
+ Heat-sealed seams prevent water leaks
+ Two large vestibules for ample gear storage
+ Front door panels transform into a canopy
+ Includes tent, rainfly, storage bag, stakes, and footprint
+ 10 x 10 x 5.4ft for plenty of floor space

PART#
0113BL00

COLOR
BLUE/WHITE

SLEEPS
8-10

FAMILY TENTS

PART#
0114GR00

COLOR
GREEN

SLEEPS
6-8

6-8 PERSON POPUP WITH SKYLIGHT

STAR LODGE TENT 

Elevate your group camping to luxurious heights with the Ayamaya 
Sky Lodge Tent, designed to comfortably accommodate up to 10 
people. Crafted from robust Oxford waterproof material and of-
fering a vast interior with three separate rooms, this tent redefines 
family camping. The unique zippered skylight invites the night 
sky in, blending outdoor adventure with a touch of home comfort. 
Boasting quick setup and excellent ventilation, it’s the ultimate 
choice for car camping, campsite stays, and large gatherings, en-
suring everyone enjoys their share of nature without compromising 
on space or convenience.

FEATURES
+ Accommodates 10, perfect for large groups and families
+ 14.5 x 9.5 x 6.5ft for ample interior space
+ Three rooms with privacy curtains for versatility
+ Zippered skylight for stargazing and ventilation
+ Two doors, five windows, and large mesh top for air flow
+ Porch design for extra outdoor living space
+ 100% waterproof with PU3000 Oxford fabric
+ Easy 5-minute setup by two people
+ Detachable rainfly for added weather protection

SPACIOUS 8-10 PERSON TENT WITH SKYLIGHT

www.ayamaya.com



AZURE SKY

Step into the wilderness with the Azure Sky 4-Person Camping 
Tent, your gateway to exploring nature in comfort and style. 
Designed for the adventurous family or group of friends, this tent 
combines the essential features of ventilation, panoramic views, 
and exceptional weather resistance into one seamless package. 
From its innovative two-door entry for breezy access to its 
premium waterproof construction, every detail ensures your 
camping trips are both enjoyable and hassle-free.

FEATURES
+ Unique 2-door design for superior ventilation and views
+ Top mesh enhances airflow and night sky visibility
+ 210D waterproof fabric with reinforced seams
+ Spacious enough for 4, with room for gear storage
+ Quick, tool-free setup in just 5 minutes
+ Lightweight at 8 lbs for easy transport
+ Removable rainfly for extra weather protection
+ Measures 6.9 x 6.9 ft floor with a 4.4ft center height
+ Compact storage pack size 17 x 6 x 6in. for convenience

PART#
0110BE00
0110BEWI

COLOR
BEIGE
BEIGE W/CLEAR

SLEEPS
4-6
4-6

DOME TENTS

PART#
0106NB00

COLOR
NAVY BLUE

SLEEPS
1-2

EXPLORE COMFORTABLY, SLEEP PEACEFULLY

NUCLEUS DOME

Welcome to a new era of camping with the Nucleus Dome 
Tent, an innovative shelter designed to place you at the heart 
of nature’s magnificence. This gazebo-inspired tent offers 
unparalleled versatility and panoramic views, transforming 
every outdoor stay into a vivid, immersive experience. Whether 
perched in the serenity of the mountains, by the gentle beach 
waves, or nestled in forest seclusion, the Nucleus Dome Tent 
ensures you’re always in the prime spot to soak in the world 
around you. Comes with standard windows and screens or with 
optional clear windows and clear skylight. 

FEATURES
+ Panoramic 360° views for a full immersion in nature
+ Unique stargazing feature with a mesh ceiling
+ Double-layered doors for adaptable weather protection
+ Easy setup with included poles, rope, and stakes
+ Spacious 10 x 10 ft interior fits 4-6 people comfortably
+ 150D Oxford fabric and 190T PE Polyester durability
+ Waterproof index of 3000MM for reliable dryness
+ Multiple window options for tailored ventilation
+ Includes tent body, rainfly, carry bag, and more
+ Clear windows and rooftop dome sold separately

PANORAMIC  CAMP: NATURE’S SPECTACAL AWAITS

PART#
0107BL00

COLOR
BLUE

COVERS
3-4

BEACH TENTS

DUNE

Welcome the Dune 3-4P Beach Tent, your premium seaside com-
panion designed for unparalleled comfort and efficiency. As you 
venture to the shores, rest assured that this tent combines top-tier 
materials with innovative features to elevate your beach experi-
ence. With its robust construction and smart design, it promises 
a blend of comfort, protection, and convenience, making every 
beach day memorable. Perfect for river, lake and ocean use.

FEATURES
+ Crafted from durable 150D Oxford cloth with sun protection
+ Waterproof bottom for dryness
+ Spacious dimensions: 6.7  x 4.9ft, with variable height
+ Extended fabric for extra space and a private changing area
+ Two mesh windows for enhanced ventilation and privacy
+ Silver-coated fabric reflects sunlight, keeps cool
+ Four large sandbags ensure tent stability
+ Includes three beach pegs and three movable sandbags
+ Package contains tent, poles, ropes, pegs, and instructions
+ Ideal for 3-4 people, offering a seamless beach setup

SANDY ESCAPES, STYLISH SHADE

www.ayamaya.com



NATURE-NOOK TARP SHELTER

Transform your group outings with our Large Camping Tarp, the 
ultimate shelter solution for 8 to 10 people. Offering vast 10x15ft 
coverage, this tarp is the perfect addition to your camping es-
sentials, ensuring ample protection for your hammocks or tents. 
Designed with premium waterproof materials and versatile setup 
options, it guarantees everyone stays sheltered, dry, and comfort-
able, no matter the weather.

FEATURES
+ Expansive 10x15ft size accommodates large groups
+ High-quality PU 2000 210T ripstop polyester fabric
+ 100% waterproof for reliable outdoor shelter
+ 8 metal grommets for versatile setup configurations
+ Suitable for hammocks, tents, and group gatherings
+ Includes rainfly, aluminum stakes, and guylines
+ Comes with a storage bag and carrying pouch
+ Ideal for camping with friends or family
+ Adapts to various camping scenarios
+ Ensures group stays dry and protected

PART#
0201GRLG
0201GRMD
0201GRSM
0201GRSX

COLOR
GREEN
GREEN
GREEN
GREEN

SIZE 
13 x 9 FT
8 x 7 FT
6 x 7 FT
5 x 7 FT

SHELTERS & TENT ACCESSORIES

GROUP SHELTER: SPACIOUS, WATERPROOF, VERSATILE

NOMAD NEST SUV/CAR TARP TENT

Introducing the Ayamaya Vehicle Tarp Tent, an expansive 14 x 16 Ft 
shelter designed to blend seamlessly with your vehicle. This multi-
functional canopy extends your living space, offering shelter from 
rain and sun for 6-8 people. Whether attached to an SUV, truck, 
Jeep or hatchback, its adjustable setup and premium waterproof-
ing ensure a versatile and protected outdoor haven.

FEATURES
+ Extra-large 14 x 16 FT coverage for spacious shelter
+ Adjustable fixing buckles for secure vehicle attachment
+ Versatile setup with 8 grommet points
+ Crafted from high-quality waterproof material
+ Includes 2 poles, 9 stakes, and 7 guylines
+ Fits a wide range of vehicles for outdoor activities
+ Reinforced seams and glued edges for durability
+ Comes with a convenient storage bag
+ Ideal for tailgating, camping, and outdoor gatherings
+ Ensures 100% rain and sun protection

EXPANSIVE VEHICLE CAMPING: COMFORT + COVERAGE

TERRASHIELD TENT FOOTPRINT / TARP

Introducing our versatile Terrashield Tent Footpring / Camping 
Tarp, the ultimate accessory for any nature enthusiast. Designed for 
use as a tent footprint or camping tarp. Whether you’re picnicking 
under the sun, seeking shade, or needing immediate rain shelter, 
this tarp is designed to enhance your camping experience.  Avail-
able in four sizes, it caters to a range of outdoor setups, from solo 
backpackers to large family tents.

FEATURES
+ 210T PU3000 Polyester: Waterproof under-tent protection 
+ Versatility: Use as a picnic mat, awning, or rain shelter 
+ Durability: Double sewing and embedded grommets 
+ Stability: Comes with aluminum stakes for secure setup 
+ Multi-use: Acts as a tent footprint, sun canopy, or rain shelter 
+ Sizes for Every Need: From solo adventures to group gatherings

VERSATILE FOOTPRINT/TARP FOR EVERY ADVENTURE

TARP MASTER PRO POLE SET

Upgrade your outdoor shelter setup with our Adjustable Aluminium 
Alloy Canopy Poles. Tailored for awning and rain fly shelters, these 
poles bring versatility and reliability to your outdoor accommoda-
tions, ensuring your shelter is always secure and adaptable to your 
environment. (Tarp not included)

FEATURES
+ Each pole supports 10 lbs, weighing only 1.1 lbs 
+ Telescopic Design: Adjusts between 31-91 inches 
+ Rubber caps and anti-slip threads enhance stability 
+ Tool-free length adjustment and locking mechanism 
+ Compatible with all tarp, tent, and awning types 
+ Includes a sturdy zipper bag with straps for easy transport 
+ Complete Kit: Comes 2 poles, 4 stakes, 4 ropes, (1) bag 
+ Wind protection: Fastening rubber caps prevents slipping 

ADJUSTABLE SHELTER SUPPORT: LIGHTWEIGHT POLES

PART#
0202GRLG

COLOR
GREEN

SIZE
10 x 15 FT

PART#
0203BE00

COLOR
BEIGE

SIZE
14 x 16 FT

PART#
0204BK00

COLOR
BLACK

POLE LENGTH
31 - 91 INCHES

www.ayamaya.com



CAMPING 
GEAR



EVEREST HIGH BACK CAMPING CHAIR 

Experience hassle-free comfort on your adventures with the Ev-
erest Lounger High Back Ultralight Camping Chair from Ayamaya. 
This chair redefines convenience with its compact folding design 
and lightweight frame, ensuring effortless carry, transport, and 
storage. Despite its minimalistic approach to weight and size, it 
doesn’t skimp on comfort or durability, providing a wide, support-
ive seat and a high backrest for relaxation. 

FEATURES
+ Lightweight at 3.8 lbs for easy portability
+ Quick, hassle-free assembly in under a minute
+ Compact folding design fits into 6 x 6 x 16 inch bag
+ Upgraded wider and sturdier frame supports 330 lbs
+ Ergonomic high backrest for supreme comfort
+ Wider seat mimics sofa-like relaxation
+ Ideal for camping, fishing, picnics, and more
+ Includes side pocket for essentials
+ Crafted of durable 7075 aluminum and 600D Oxford fabric

CAMPING GEAR ESSENTIALS

ULTRALIGHT COMFORT ON THE GO

NATURE NEST AIR MATTRESS

Step into a world where flexibility and convenience converge with 
our NatureNest Air Mattress. This queen size airbed transforms the 
way you rest outdoors and indoors, thanks to its innovative cord-
less design. The highlight is its detachable electric pump, equipped 
with a built-in battery that not only inflates the mattress swiftly but 
can also be removed to power up your other inflatable gear. 

FEATURES
+ Unique built-in, detachable electric pump for easy inflation 
+ Rapid 3-minute setup and 3-minute deflation
+ Detachable air pump Inflates rafts, paddleboards, and more 
+ 16-inch height offers luxury and ground insulation 
+ Spacious queen-size dimensions sleep two comfortably 
+ Compact and portable for travel and storage 
+ Adjust firmness to personal preference 
+ Includes air mattress, pump, patches, and carry bag 
+ Ideal for camping, home use, and road trips 
+ Ensures a restful sleep anywhere, anytime

CORDLESS CONVENIENCE, ENDLESS COMFORT

OVERLAND CAMP WAGON

Haul it all, ANYWHERE with the Overlander Camping Wagon, your 
ultimate ally for carrying gear with ease. Boasting an unparalleled 
225L capacity and weight load of 430LBS, this extra-large, collaps-
ible wagon is designed to conquer all terrains, from sandy beaches 
to rugged trails. Its innovative features, including heavy-duty 
all-terrain wheels and versatile storage solutions, make it the 
perfect companion for camping, beach outings, and beyond. With 
a focus on combining expanded capacity with a compact folding 
design, the Overlander ensures you have all the space you need 
without sacrificing portability.

FEATURES
+ 225L capacity, weight rated to 430LBS for heavy loads 
+ 7-inch anti-slip, all-terrain wheels for smooth movement 
+ Compact folding design for easy storage and transport 
+ Side pockets and bottle holders for additional storage 
+ Durable metal frame and waterproof 600D Oxford fabric 
+ 360° rotating front wheels with brakes for flexibility 
+ Enhanced with a flip-lock system for adjustable capacity 
+ Shock-absorbing wheels reduce strain on rough terrains 
+ Features a sturdy bottom support plate for stability 
+ Ideal for camping, beach, and outdoor adventures

HEAVY DUTY ALL-TERRAIN LARGE CAPACITY CART

WEARABLE 3S SLEEPING BAGS

Discover the ultimate in versatile sleeping comfort with our 3 Sea-
sons Adult Sleeping Bag. Perfectly suited for couple’s camping or 
just relaxing at home, this sleeping bag is designed to impress. Its 
clever splicing envelope design not only offers the option to create 
a snug double sleeping bag but also features pillow sleeves and 
arm slots for unmatched comfort in any setting. Sold separately or 
as a pair with R and L zippers for a double sleeping bag.

FEATURES
+ Splicing design for single or double use (left & right zipper) 
+ Fits two when zipped together for couples camping 
+ 190T polyester shell for all-season warmth 
+ Filled with 250g/square cotton for comfort 
+ Lightweight at 3 lbs for easy travel 
+ Compact 10.6 x 4.7 inch package with compression bag 
+ 86.6 in L x 31.4 in. W single, 86.6 in. L x 62.9 in. W double 
+ Includes pillow sleeve and arm slots 
+ Easy to clean and maintain 
+ Perfect for camping and home use

3 SEASON SLEEPING BAGS WITH ARM / FOOT ACCESS

PART#
0510GR00
0510BE00

COLOR
GREEN
BEIGE

MAX WEIGHT
330 LBS
330 LBS

WEIGHS
3.8 LBS
3.8 LBS

PART#
0513GR00

COLOR
GREEN

SIZE
QUEEN

DIMENSIONS
80 x 60 x 16 IN

WEIGHT
14.5 LBS

PART#
0505BKWG

COLOR
BLACK

MAX WEIGHT
430 LBS

MAX CAPACITY
225 LITERS

PART#
0503BLLF
0503BLRT

COLOR
BLUE
BLUE

ZIPPER
LEFT
RIGHT

www.ayamaya.com
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TORRID TRAPPER HEATED SCARF 

Warm up in style with the Torrid Trapper Heated Scarf, an inno-
vation in cold-weather comfort. This versatile scarf not only offers 
a chic look with its two wearable options but also brings the 
coziness right where you need it. With hidden heating zones and 
a secret hat feature, you have the flexibility to enjoy warmth with 
or without extra head coverage. Designed for those who don’t 
compromise on style or warmth, this scarf ensures you stay snug 
from head to shoulders.

FEATURES
+ Hidden hat and ear heating zones for warmth
+ Velvet interior and cotton-padded hat for comfort
+ Three heating levels for customized warmth
+ Includes a 7.4V 2700mAh power bank
+ 2-3 hours of heating on high with one charge
+ Light, at just 6oz, for all-day wear
+ Adjustable for a universal fit
+ Durable, machine-washable polyester fabric
+ Easy care – remember to remove power bank first
+ Ideal for outdoor activities in chilly weather

STYLISH WARMTH REDEFINED

TRONA TREKPAK HEATED PACK/PAD

Use as a heated pack or unzip to use as a large heating pad. This 
cordless, multifunctional treasure offers the comfort of a heated 
embrace (your small pets will love it), whether you’re trekking 
through the wilderness or relaxing at home. With its rapid heating 
capability and three adjustable temperature modes, it promises 
instant warmth up to 130 degrees. The portable design, complete 
with a 5000mAh rechargeable battery, ensures you stay cozy for 
hours, doubling as a power source for USB devices.

FEATURES
+ Instant heat up to 130 degrees in just 5 seconds
+ Functions as a heated backpack or unzip for large heating pad
+ Warm up clothes or other gear inside the pack
+ Three temperature levels for personalized warmth
+ Includes a 5000mAh rechargeable battery
+ Up to 3 hours of heat on the highest setting
+ Compression sack with shoulder straps for easy carry
+ Small exterior pocket for camping accessory storage
+ Lightweight and compact for minimal space usage
+ Essential for winter camping and outdoor activities
+ Ensures continuous warmth with USB power compatibility

WARMTH ON THE GO

PART#
0511BK00

COLOR
BLACK

SIZE 
ONE SIZE FITS ALL

AEROCHILL CORDLESS FAN W/ LIGHT

Step into a blend of cool air and soft light with the AeroCh-
ill Rechargeable Hanging Fan with Built-In Light, the ultimate 
outdoor companion. This versatile gadget is designed to enhance 
your camping experience, offering up to 28 hours of fresh, breezy 
comfort thanks to its powerful 10400mAh rechargeable battery. 
Beyond just a fan, it illuminates your night-time activities with 
three adjustable brightness settings, ensuring your tent is both a 
comfortable and inviting space. Whether you’re looking to escape 
the heat or light up your campsite, this fan’s quiet operation and 
flexible positioning options make it a top choice for adventurers.

FEATURES
+ 28-hour run-time with 10400mAh rechargeable battery 
+ 3 wind speeds for customized airflow 
+ Quiet operation for undisturbed sleep 
+ 3 light brightness settings enhance nighttime use 
+ Built-in hook and stand for versatile placement 
+ 180° swivel feature for directed airflow 
+ Compact and lightweight for easy transport 
+ Durable design withstands outdoor adventures 
+ Illuminates and cools for a better camping experience 
+ Essential gear for camping, fishing, hiking, and RV use.

COOL BREEZE, BRIGHT NIGHTS

ECOBREEZE CORDLESS FAN W/ LIGHT

Transform your camping experience with the EcoBreeze 2-in-1 
Camping Fan, your essential companion for both comfort and illu-
mination outdoors. This innovative device combines the refreshing 
breeze of a powerful fan with the practicality of a built-in lantern, 
streamlining your gear for any adventure. Ideal for every setting, 
from expansive glamping to compact camping sites, the EcoBreeze 
keeps you cool and your surroundings lit. With the convenience 
of a remote control, this fan-lantern duo is the perfect addition to 
your outdoor gear, offering simplicity and efficiency for adventur-
ers who value both comfort and light.

FEATURES
+ Combines fan and lantern for dual functionality 
+ Includes remote control for easy adjustments 
+ Features a 5200mAh rechargeable battery 
+ Up to 25 hour run-time with quick Type-C USB charging 
+ 3 wind speeds and 3 light modes for custom comfort 
+ Hidden hook for hanging in tents or cars 
+ Quiet operation with a brushless motor 
+ Durable ABS construction withstands outdoor use 
+ Compact design with built-in carry handle for portability 
+ Serves as emergency power source for devices

BREEZE AND LIGHT IN ONE

PART#
0502BK00

COLOR
BLACK

RUNTIME
UP TO 28 HOURS

PART#
0501GR00

COLOR
GREEN

RUNTIME 
UP TO 26 HOURS

CAMPING GEAR

PART#
0512BK00

COLOR
BLACK

PACK SIZE 
17.7 x 15.7 IN

PAD SIZE 
31.5 x 17.7 IN



7-DAY WATERPROOF PILL ORGANIZER

Navigate your health regimen with ease using the Ayamaya 7-Day 
Travel Pill Organizer, a meticulously designed companion for any-
one who values organization and reliability in their wellness rou-
tine. Made from robust metal, this pill organizer is not just durable; 
it’s crafted to support your health journey, rain or shine, with its 
waterproof design. Its flexible 7-day detachable layout and ample 
storage space adapt seamlessly to your lifestyle, ensuring you’re 
always prepared, whether at home, abroad or in the mountains.

FEATURES
+ Crafted from high-quality metal for durability 
+ Waterproof design keeps medication safe 
+ 7-day detachable compartments for flexibility 
+ Compact and lightweight for easy travel 
+ Includes a D-ring for enhanced portability 
+ Secure storage for outdoor, camping, and hiking 
+ Holds up to 1.15 by 0.9 inch pills

PART#
0506GROR

COLOR
GREEN

DIMENSIONS
40 x 15.8 x 1 IN

CAMPING GEAR

PART#
0509BK00
0509SV00

COLOR
BLACK
SILVER

LENGTH
7.5 IN
7.5 IN

HEALTH ORGANIZED, LIFE SIMPLIFIED

HANGING CAMPING ORGANIZER

Hang It Anywhere. The hanging storage organizer is equipped 
with two sturdy straps, allowing you to hang it freely on your 
car, a tree, or inside your camping tent. Moreover, it can be 
zipped up and wrapped around pillars such as trees or canopy 
poles for added versatility. Buy two and zip then together to 
double your storage capacity. Use unzipped or zip into a 
circular configuration to save space. 

FEATURES
+ Versatile storage with net pockets, cup holders, and hooks
+ Hangs on cars, trees, or inside tents with sturdy straps
+ Zippers allow splicing multiple organizers for more space
+ Durable 600D Oxford fabric & metal hooks hold up to 150lbs
+ Compact, portable design unfolds to 40 x 15.8 inches
+ Folds down to a lightweight, easy-to-carry 6.55 x 52.7 inches
+ Suitable for kitchen utensils, spices, paper-towels, lanterns
+ Keeps camping essentials organized and accessible
+ Use beyond camping in craft rooms, garages, closets or RVs 

ORGANIZE YOUR OUTDOORS

MOTIONGLOW 3 LED HEADLAMP 

Dive into the darkness with the unmatched clarity of the Motion-
glow 3 LED Headlamp, a powerhouse of illumination tailored for the 
avid adventurer. This headlamp offers a brilliant 500 lumens output, 
ensuring your path is well-lit with up to 500 feet of visibility.

FEATURES
+ 500 lumens for bright, extensive coverage
+ 6 versatile light modes including sensor control
+ Rechargeable with up to 10 hours of battery life
+ Lightweight at 2.6 ounces for comfort
+ IPX4 waterproof for all-weather use

LIGHT THE NIGHT 

MOTIONGLOW PRO 5 LED HEADLAMP

Featuring five advanced LEDs, this headlamp with it’s powerful 
500ft beam reach ensures you’re always steps ahead, ready to 
tackle any challenge in the dark. Compact, USB rechargeable, and 
waterproof, it’s built to accompany you on every journey, providing 
long-lasting, adaptable illumination.

FEATURES
+ 500ft beam reach lights up your path 
+ 5 advanced LEDs with 6 lighting modes 
+ USB rechargeable for convenience up to 10 hours of light 
+ Lightweight and IPX4 waterproof design

BRIGHTEN YOUR PATH

K2 QUAD SLEEPING PAD

Transform your camping experience with the K2 Quad Pad, an 
exceptionally large foam sleeping pad crafted for tents of all sizes 
This premium camping mat merges enhanced thickness with 
feather-light portability. With its foldable sections you can fold to 
fit to almost any tent size.

FEATURES
+ Extra thick for superior comfort and insulation
+ Waterproof PE bottom layer keeps moisture out
+ Lightweight at 3lbs for easy portability
+ Compact folded size of: 25 x 9 x 7.8 inches
+ Versatile use inside or outside the tent
+ Durable design withstands rugged outdoor use

FEATHER-LIGHT AND COMFORTABLE

PART#
0504GRMT

COLOR
GREEN

SIZE
91 X 73 IN

PART#
0508GR00

COLOR
GREEN/BLACK

SIZE 
ONE SIZE FITS ALL

PART#
0507GR00

COLOR
GREEN/BLACK

SIZE 
ONE SIZE FITS ALL

WEIGHT
2.9 OZ
2.9 OZ

www.ayamaya.com



QUICK PACE TREKKING POLES

QuickPace Trekking Poles combine the ultimate in lightweight du-
rability and ergonomic comfort. Made from 7075 Alloy Aluminum, 
these ultralight poles (9.5oz each) are built to tackle any terrain. 
Featuring an innovative lock system with an anti-shock spring, 
they minimize impact and energy use. The ergonomic cork grips 
and adjustable wrist straps enhance comfort and grip, while the 
adjustable length ensures they’re suitable for most users.

FEATURES
+ Crafted from durable 7075 Alloy Aluminum
+ Weigh only 9.5oz each for lightweight support
+ Innovative lock system with anti-shock spring
+ Ergonomic cork grips with extended EVA foam
+ Adjustable, padded wrist straps enhance comfort
+ Length adjustable from 25 to 53 inches
+ Equipped with tungsten carbide tips
+ Includes rubber tips, mud stops, and snow baskets

HIKING & CLIMBING

ULTRALIGHT, ULTRA-RELIABLE

PEAK PURSUIT TREKKING POLES

Discover the balance of strength and lightness with PeakPursuit 
Ultralight Carbon Fiber Trekking Poles. These poles, crafted for 
minimal weight and maximum durability, feature an ergonomic 
cork grip with extended EVA foam for unmatched comfort on any 
terrain. Their quick lock system ensures easy adjustment, offering 
reliable support for every trekker’s journey.

FEATURES
+ Made from 100% carbon fiber for ultralight strength
+ Weigh only 7.4oz each for easy carrying
+ Shock-absorbent for reduced joint impact
+ Quick lock system secures adjustments quickly
+ Ergonomic cork grip with extended EVA foam
+ Adjustable, padded wrist straps enhance comfort
+ Suitable for most users with adjustable length
+ Equipped with durable tungsten tips
+ Includes rubber tips, mud stops, and snow baskets

STRONG LIGHTWEIGHT CARBON FIBER STRENGTH

TRAIL SWIFT TREKKING POLES

Set forth on your explorations with the TrailSwift Collapsible Trek-
king Poles, your stalwart companions made from “Aircraft Grade” 
7075 aluminum. This material offers an unbeatable combination 
of lightness and strength, ready to support your journey across 
diverse terrains. Includes ergonomic cork grips for long hike com-
fort. With durable tungsten tips and a host of essential accessories, 
these poles are designed to provide stability and reliability, no 
matter where your adventures take you.

FEATURES
+ Retractable tri-fold design for compact travel
+ Collapse down to 15 inches for portability
+ Easily fits into backpacks and luggage
+ Crafted from lightweight, durable 7075 aluminum
+ Equipped with strong tungsten carbide tips
+ Includes thermoplastic rubber tips and baskets
+ Adjustable height for comfortable use
+ Suitable for all terrains and conditions
+ Designed for hikers of all heights and comes in two sizes
+ Our 125cm model extends from 39 to 49 inches
+ Our 135cm model extends from 45 to 53 inchces

COMPACT STRENGTH FOR EVERY TRAIL

SUMMIT EASE TREKKING POLES

Step confidently into nature with Summit-Ease Trekking Poles, our 
most cost-effective solution for outdoor enthusiasts of all levels. 
These aluminum poles offer a seamless blend of affordability and 
functionality, with a compact and collapsible design that caters to 
hikers, walkers, and backpackers alike. Engineered to adjust from 
25.6” to 53” and featuring advanced anti-shock technology, these 
lightweight walking sticks are your trusty companions on any ter-
rain, providing stability and comfort without breaking the bank.

FEATURES
+ Compact, collapsible design for easy transport
+ Adjusts from 25” to 53” for versatile use
+ Made from premium aviation aluminum
+ Each pole weighs just 9.5 oz
+ Features anti-shock technology for joint protection
+ Ergonomic rubber grip with secondary foam handle
+ Adjustable straps for a comfortable fit
+ Suitable for all terrains with tungsten carbide tips
+ Ideal for hikers, walkers, and outdoor enthusiasts
+ Ensures durability and comfort on diverse terrains

EXPLORE SURE FOOTED - WITH EASE

PART#
0401BKCF

COLOR
BLACK

SIZE
25 - 53 IN

WEIGHT
7.4 OZ

HANDLE
CORK

PART#
0402BKAL

COLOR
BLACK

SIZE
25 - 53 IN

WEIGHT
9.4 OZ

HANDLE
CORK

PART#
04030125
04030135

COLOR
BLACK
BLACK

SIZE
39 - 49 IN
45 - 53 IN

WEIGHT
10.4 OZ
10.4 OZ

HANDLE
CORK
CORK

PART#
0404BK3S
0404BL3S

COLOR
BLACK
BLUE

SIZE
25 - 53 IN
25 - 53 IN

WEIGHT
9.5 OZ
9.5 OZ

HANDLE
RUBBER
RUBBER
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30kN AUTOLOCK CARABINER 

Advance your climbing adventures with the Ayamaya Auto-Lock 
30kN Climbing Carabiners, designed for safety and efficiency. 
These D-shaped carabiners offer easy one-handed operation, 
securely attaching your gear with a stability-enhancing groove and 
snag-preventing keylock nose. The anti-skid screw locking gate 
ensures your climb is safe, smooth, and secure. Note the impor-
tance of proper training and knowledge for safe use.

FEATURES
+ Easy one-hand operation for D-shape convenience
+ Unique groove design enhances stability
+ Keylock nose prevents gear snagging
+ Anti-skid screw locking gate for added safety
+ Munter Hitch compatible for versatile use
+ 30kN strength for reliable security
+ Designed for climbing, mountaineering, and rescue
+ Ensures secure attachment of harnesses and tools
+ Compact and lightweight for minimal burden

SECURE AUTO-LOCK, PEAK PERFORMANCE

30kN CARABINER

For the climber who prioritizes safety and reliability, our highly 
rated 30kN Carabiner emerges as an indispensable tool. Craft-
ed from high quality aluminum, this carabiner strikes the perfect 
balance between lightweight agility and essential rigidity. Its 
high-quality construction not only offers impressive strength 
ratings but also the peace of mind needed for scaling heights. 
Beyond its climbing prowess, its versatility extends to various 
outdoor activities, making it a must-have for every adventurer’s 
toolkit.

FEATURES
+ Made from trusted, high-quality aluminum 
+ Unique D shape and groove for safety and stability 
+ Anti-skid screw thread lock gate prevents accidental openings 
+ Anti-lanyard keylock nose for secure, one-handed operation 
+ Lightweight design critical for remote climbing adventures 
+ Versatile for climbing, camping, fishing, and more 
+ Ideal for anchor systems, gear security, and keychains 
+ Perfect for professional and recreational use

CLIMB WITH CONFIDENCE

PURSIK ULTILITY CORD

Maximize your climbing safety and adaptability with the Ayamaya 
Prusik Climbing Utility Cords, available in both 30-inch & 45-inch 
lengths. Essential for a wide range of rope techniques, these 
cords serve as robust rope grabs, facilitating progress capture in 
mechanical systems and offering indispensable support across 
various scenarios. Acting as a secure “third hand,” they ensure 
stability and safety, whether you’re rappelling, ascending, or 
executing complex rescue operations.

FEATURES
+ Available in 30-inch and 45-inch lengths for versatility
+ Essential for mechanical advantage rope systems
+ Acts as a “third hand” during rappelling for added safety
+ Enhances tandem rappelling security
+ Facilitates effortless rope ascension
+ Key component in self-rescue and partner rescue
+ Durable construction withstands rigorous use
+ Knot secured with a double fisherman’s for reliability
+ Indispensable for climbers, rescuers, and outdoor enthusiasts
+ Provides safety and versatility in diverse climbing situations

SAFETY AT EVERY LENGTH

ALPINE GRIP UNIVERSAL CRAMPONS

Step confidently into your winter adventures with Ayamaya’s 
AlpineGrip Universal 24 Spike Crampons. These microspikes 
transform challenging snowy and icy terrains into manageable 
paths, supporting a wide array of activities such as hiking, ice 
fishing, and even snow shoveling. Crafted for durability and 
equipped with heavy-duty chains and stainless-steel spikes, they 
promise unparalleled traction and stability.

FEATURES
+ Equipped with 24 reinforced stainless-steel spikes 
+ Heavy-duty double-linked chains for superior traction 
+  Adjustable straps ensure a customized, secure fit 
+  Available in three sizes (M, L, XL) for all users 
+ Suitable for a variety of boots and outdoor activities 
+ Triangular stud layout for enhanced grip on ice 
+ Easy storage and maintenance for longevity 
+ Prevent rust with recommended oil application 
+ Includes storage bag for convenient transport 
+ Ideal for navigating winter’s challenging terrains

CONQUER WINTER WITH CONFIDENCE
HIKING & CLIMBING

PART#
0411BK1P
0411BL1P
0411GA1P
0411OR1P

COLOR
BLACK
BLUE
GRAY
ORANGE

MAX TENSION  
30kN
30kN
30kN
30kN

SIZE
3.3 x 2.9 IN
3.3 x 2.9 IN
3.3 x 2.9 IN
3.3 x 2.9 IN

PART#
0412GA1P

COLOR
GRAY

RATING  
30kN

SIZE
4.4 x 2.9 IN

CERT
CE

PART#
0413BK30
0413BK45

COLOR
BLACK
BLACK

SIZE
30 IN
45 IN

MATERIAL
NYLON
NYLON

CERT
CE
CE

PART#
0414BKMD
0414BKLG
0414BKXL

COLOR
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK

SIZE
MEDIUM
LARGE
EXTRA LARGE

# SPIKES
24
24
24
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MOSS REST DOUBLE HAMMOCK

Discover peaceful relaxation with the MOSS REST Double Ham-
mock with Mosquito Net, a perfect fusion of comfort and durabil-
ity. Crafted from 210T parachute fabric, this hammock is designed 
to provide a breathable, lightweight retreat that withstands the 
elements. With its thoughtful features, including a durable mosqui-
to net and adjustable straps, you can enjoy a bug-free relaxation. 
Its easy setup and portability make it an ideal choice for outdoor 
enthusiasts looking for a cozy escape in nature.

FEATURES
+ Versatile 2-in-1 design with a detachable mosquito net
+ Crafted from lightweight, durable 210T parachute fabric
+ Soft 300T polyester pongee lining for added comfort
+ Filled with imitation silk floss for warmth
+ Suitable for temperatures ranging from 20°F to 68°F
+ Designed for three-season use (spring, summer, fall)
+ Spacious dimensions at 114”L x 57”W, ideal for two people
+ Easy setup w/ included steel carabiners and adjustable straps
+ Compact and portable, weighing just 1.1kg/2.4lbs
+ Effective pest protection enhances outdoor relaxation

HAMMOCKS

SERENE SHELTER, ANYWHERE

ECO SHIELD DOUBLE HAMMOCK

Embrace the ultimate outdoor leisure with the ECOSHIELD PRO 
Hammock with Mosquito Net & Sunshade Cover. This innovative 
3-in-1 hammock marries comfort with multifunctionality, providing 
a bug-free, sun-protected haven for relaxation. Whether you’re 
lounging in a mosquito-free zone, basking under a sunshade, or 
enjoying the open air of a traditional hammock, this design adapts 
to your needs, offering a comfortable retreat for two.

FEATURES
+ 3-in-1 design for versatile use
+ Pop-up mosquito net and sunshade for protection
+ Easy to set up with included carabiners and straps
+ Lightweight at 2.4lbs for portability
+ Comfortably fits two people, supporting up to 440lbs
+ Made from breathable 210T parachute fabric
+ Durable, thick mosquito net for breathability
+ Includes storage bag for keys and sunglasses
+ Easy-close zipper for convenience
+ Suitable for camping, beach outings, and travel

RELAXATION REDEFINED

TWIN JUNGLE DOUBLE HAMMOCK W/ NET

Immerse yourself in unparalleled comfort with the TWIN JUNGLE 
Double Camping Hammock with Mosquito Net, a versatile refuge 
designed to elevate your outdoor leisure. Whether suspended 
beneath the starry sky or nestled in a sunny glade, this hammock 
offers dual functionality. Use it with the pop-up mosquito net for 
a bug-free haven or flip it to enjoy as a classic tree hammock. 
Engineered for multifaceted comfort, it serves as a hammock, 
tent, sleeping bag, and even a swing, ensuring your relaxation is 
seamless and serene.

FEATURES
+ Two-in-one design for hammock or tent-like use
+ Accommodates two people, supporting up to 440lbs
+ Includes 2 hammock straps, 2 carabiners, and 2 net ropes
+ Crafted from soft, strong 210T nylon taffeta fabric
+ Breathable and antibacterial for lasting freshness
+ Mesh roof for mosquito and bug protection
+ Simple setup with included straps and carabiners
+ Reversible zippers for easy mosquito net access
+ Interior pocket for storing essentials like keys and phones
+ Lightweight at 1.5lbs and packs into a foldable bag

BUG-FREE BLISS AWAITS

ECOSWAY CAMPING HAMMOCK

Unwind in the embrace of nature with the Ayamaya EcoSway 
Camping Hammock, a beacon of outdoor relaxation. Made from 
premium 210T nylon parachute fabric, this hammock combines 
durability with breathability, ensuring comfort in any setting. Its 
lightweight design, a mere 1.5lbs, ensures it’s a staple in your 
outdoor gear, seamlessly transitioning from a backpack essential 
to a haven of relaxation. Whether you’re embarking on a 
wilderness adventure or seeking tranquility in your backyard, 
the EcoSway Hammock stands ready to replace traditional tents, 
sleeping pads, and even swings, offering a multifaceted approach 
to relaxation.

FEATURES
+ Crafted from durable 210T nylon parachute fabric
+ Weighs only 1.5lbs for ultimate portability
+ Versatile use: hammock, tent, swing, and more
+ Easy setup with 2 ropes and 2 carabiners included
+ Compact and easy to store in a provided pouch
+ Measures 8.8ft x 4.5ft, accommodating solo relaxation
+ Comes with 9.8ft hammock straps for versatile hanging
+ Soft 300T polyester pongee lining enhances comfort
+ Suitable for temperatures between 20°F to 68°F
+ Ideal for all seasons except cold winter

RELAX ANYWHERE, EVERYWHERE

PART#
0302BLSH
0302GRSH

COLOR
BLUE
GREEN

DIMENSIONS
114 x 57 IN
114 x 57 IN

MAX WEIGHT
440 LBS
440 LBS

PART#
0304GRMR

COLOR
GREEN

DIMENSIONS
114 x 57 IN

MAX WEIGHT
440 LBS

PART#
0303GRTJ

COLOR
GREEN

DIMENSIONS
102 x 55 IN

MAX WEIGHT
440 LBS

PART#
0301BLSW
0301LBSW

COLOR
BLUE
LAKE BLUE

DIMENSIONS
105 x 54 IN
105 x 54 IN

SIZE 
SINGLE
SINGLE

www.ayamaya.com



ZENWRAP DOUBLE UNDERQUILT

The ZENWRAP Double Hammock Underquilt is engineered for the 
avid outdoors person, offering a spacious 98.4 x 66.9 inch sanc-
tuary of warmth and relaxation. Designed to elevate your camping 
experience, this underquilt shields you from the discomfort of 
rough terrain. Effortless to set up and versatile as both a sleeping 
and lounging solution, it features top-notch materials including 
a 20D shell with DWR coating and a 300T lining, filled with 300g 
of polyester for insulation. Perfect for temperatures ranging from 
20°F to 68°F, it ensures you stay warm and comfortable in a variety 
of outdoor settings.

FEATURES
+ Spacious dimensions: 98.4” x 66.9” for double the comfort
+ Underquilt provides side-to-shoulder insulation
+ Crafted from 20D shell with DWR coating for durability
+ Soft 300T lining with 300g polyester filling for coziness
+ Comes in green and orange for personal preference
+ Package includes underquilt, 2 carabiners, and 2 tapes
+ Suitable for temperatures from 20°F to 68°F
+ Fits standard single or double hammocks

UNDERQUILTS & MOSQUITO NETS

SPACIOUS WARMTH, ELEVATED COMFORT

CHILLGUARD SINGLE UNDERQUILT

Dive into cozy, all-season hammock camping with the CHILL-
GUARD Single Hammock Underquilt. Designed with the outdoor 
enthusiast in mind, this underquilt combines robust 20D ripstop 
nylon and a DWR coating with a luxurious 300T polyester 
pongee lining and imitation silk floss filling. It envelops you in 
a warm cocoon, effectively blocking the chill across a broad 
range of temperatures from 20°F to 68°F. Perfect for extending 
your hammock camping into cooler seasons without the worry 
of Cold Butt Syndrome. 

FEATURES
+ Crafted from durable 20D ripstop nylon with DWR coating
+ Soft 300T polyester pongee lining for extra warmth
+ Filled with cozy imitation silk floss
+ Ideal temperature range: 20°F - 68°F
+ Suitable for 4-season use (except extreme winter)
+ Effortless setup with short bungee cord loops
+ Includes mesh sack & nylon compression sack for easy carry
+ Fits standard single hammocks (L 98.4 x W 55.1 inches)
+ Eliminates Cold Butt Syndrome (CBS) in chilly weather
+ Lightweight design enhances portability and convenience

WARMTH, WHEREVER YOU HANG

EMBERNEST UNDERQUILT

Brace against the chill with the EMBERNEST Hammock Underquilt, 
a versatile solution for single and double hammocks designed to 
deliver unmatched warmth and durability. Crafted from strong 20D 
ripstop nylon with a DWR water-resistant coating, this underquilt 
stands up to diverse weather conditions while offering comfortable 
insulation, thanks to its 300T polyester pongee lining and imitation 
silk floss filling. Optimized for a temperature range of 20°F – 68°F, 
it transforms your hammock into a cozy retreat, ensuring warmth 
from all sides.

FEATURES
+ Made with durable 20D ripstop nylon and DWR coating
+ Insulated w/ soft 300T polyester pongee & imitation silk floss
+ Comfortable in temperatures from 20°F to 68°F
+ Versatile as an underquilt or flat-laid quilt cover
+ Adjustable drawcords for a perfect fit with any hammock
+ Fits standard hammocks: 98.4”(L) x 59.1”(W) for full coverage
+ Quick setup w/ short bungee cord loops & included carabiners
+ Compressible into a storage bag for easy transport
+ Ideal for camping, backpacking, and other outdoor adventures
+ Wind-proof and designed to retain heat for optimal comfort

WARMTH IN EVERY WEATHER

INSECTSHIELD MOSQUITO NET

Surround yourself with the INSECTSHIELD Hammock Mosquito/
Bug Net, a fortress of 360° protection designed to keep insects 
at bay while maximizing your outdoor enjoyment. Featuring a 
breathable, high-visibility black polyester mesh with 500 holes 
per square inch, this bug net ensures optimal visibility and airflow. 
Its spacious design and compatibility with all Ayamaya hammocks 
make it a versatile shield against nature’s smaller nuisances, allow-
ing for peaceful, uninterrupted relaxation.

FEATURES
+ Crafted from breathable, high-visibility black polyester mesh
+ 500 holes per square inch for superior protection & visibility
+ Compatible with all Ayamaya single and double hammocks
+ Large 11-foot length covers extensive hammock sizes
+ Right-angle zipper design for easy access
+ Includes 2 windproof guy lines & 2 stakes for spacious setup
+ Equipped w/ a hanging hook for lanterns & a storage pouch
+ Quick and easy setup with a 30ft ridgeline and quick hooks
+ Lightweight at 9.8 oz and comes with a carry bag
+ Measures 133 x 60 inches, for comprehensive coverage

PEACEFUL SLEEP, BUG-FREE

PART#
0306GRSG
0306ORSG

COLOR
GREEN
ORANGE

DIMENSIONS
98 x 55 IN
98 x 55 IN

TEMP RANGE
20° - 68° F
20° - 68° F

PART#
0307GRDB
0307ORDB

COLOR
GREEN
ORANGE

DIMENSIONS
98 x 66 IN
98 x 66 IN

TEMP RANGE
20° - 68° F
20° - 68° F

PART#
0309GRDB

COLOR
GREEN

DIMENSIONS
98 x 59 IN

TEMP RANGE
20° - 68° F

PART#
0308BKNT

COLOR
BLACK

DIMENSIONS
133 x 60 IN

WEIGHT
9.8 OZ

www.ayamaya.com



HEADQUARTERS
Ayamaya Outdoor, Inc.
4552 Danito Ct., Chino, CA 91710
Ph. 909 479 0095
info@ayamaya.com

WHOLESALE INQUIRES
https://tinyurl.com/5n9y7tpt

BUY RETAIL ONLINE
www.ayamaya.com 

Photo Credits: Special thanks to @chartandsail and @jhoova4 for their continued support and breathtaking UGC images.

KIDS HAMMOCKS

LITTLE-EXPLORER SKYNEST KIDS HAMMOCKS

Ignite your child’s adventurous spirit with the LITTLE-EXPLORER 
SkyNest Kids Hammock. Designed for the young adventurer, this 
hammock is a vibrant and fun choice for outdoor activities like 
backpacking, camping, and beach visits, or even as a playful retreat 
in the backyard or bedroom. Available in a spectrum of kid-friendly 
colors, it’s tailored for explorers up to 12 years old or around 4.5 feet 
tall, making every occasion, from birthdays to playdates, an exciting 
adventure.

FEATURES
+ Crafted from durable 210T nylon parachute material
+ Mini size for maximum fun: 84” long and 39” wide
+ Supports up to 500lbs with reinforced triple stitching
+ Includes two heavy-duty steel carabiners and two 9ft tree straps
+ Easy setup and compact design for quick play anywhere
+ Soft and lightweight material for comfort and ease of transport
+ Suspension system designed for safety and tree-friendly use
+ Packs down to the size of an orange for effortless carrying
+ Ideal for children up to 12 years old or 4.5 feet tall
+ Perfect for enhancing any outdoor experience or indoor play area

ADVENTURE AWAITS IN EVERY SWING

“In partnering with Ayamaya, resellers gain access to a portfolio of products that are 

in tune with the market’s needs, backed by a company that is fully committed to their 

success. Our approach is to work hand-in-hand with our retailers, ensuring that they 

have the tools, products, and support necessary to thrive in the competitive outdoor 

retail landscape.”

www.ayamaya.com

PART#
0305BG0K
0305BL0K
0305PK0K
0305PR0K
0305YL0K
0305RB0K

COLOR
BLUE/GREEN
BLUE
PINK 
PURPLE
YELLOW 
RAINBOW

DIMENSIONS
84 x 39 IN
84 x 39 IN
84 x 39 IN
84 x 39 IN
84 x 39 IN
84 x 39 IN

MAX WEIGHT
500 LBS
500 LBS
500 LBS
500 LBS
500 LBS
500 LBS



www.ayamaya.com

OUTDOOR GEAR


